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Abstract
In the semiconductor industry, Moore's law comes with increasing and complex demands and the need for
advanced process control metrology. Traditional metrologies like OCD or CD-SEM lose sensitivity due to
diminishing interaction volume. A metrology technique that thrives in this regime is Atomic Force Microscopy
(AFM).
AFM is a technique currently used in process and integration development because it can provide referencelevel local imaging and metrology. Unique strength over competing metrology techniques includes the
potential for undistorted, local high-resolution information. Two factors are currently limiting deployment of
AFM tools for inline process control: 1) ability to fully resolve deep, narrow structures and 2) throughput
compatible with other metrologies currently deployed in High Volume Manufacturing (HVM). Here, we
discuss the advantages of a multi-head AFM system with miniaturized high-speed AFMs working in parallel.
In addition, we extend traditional AFM techniques to selective imaging and metrology of subsurface 3D
structures and show a path to enabling Overlay metrology through opaque hard mask layers.
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Abstract
Evaporation remains a powerful, flexible production technology for metallization and “lift off” process in
wireless communication applications. However, manual wafer loading and the long conditioning,
pumping/venting time characteristic of classical evaporation tools can make it difficult to achieve the
increasingly demanding throughput and cost of ownership targets for emerging high-volume production
businesses. Evatec’s innovative cluster design raises the performance bar allowing manufacturers to
overcome that challenge. It combines automatic atmosphere loading with fast pumping/venting in loadlock,
where a single robot for substrate handling serving up to four process chambers each equipped with its own
loadlock module. The presentation will demonstrate the operation of a first BAK cluster evaporation
production tool, discuss its performance, throughput and relative cost of ownership.
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